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Abstract
Background The aim of this work is to assess the
repeatability of spectral-domain-OCT (SD-OCT) retinal
nerve fiber layer thickness (RNFL) thickness measurements
in a non-glaucoma group and patients with glaucoma and to
compare these results to conventional time-domain-OCT
(TD-OCT).
Methods In a prospective, comparative, observational case-
control study, 50 eyes of 25 non-glaucoma and 22 eyes of
11 patients with primary open angle glaucoma (POAG)
were included. SD-OCT and TD-OCT circle scans were
centered on the optic disc. In each eye, OCT scans were
performed three times by two independent observers.
RNFL thickness was measured in four quadrants around
the optic disc. In addition, the overall mean RNFL
thickness was assessed. Intraclass correlation coefficients
(ICC) and coefficients of variation (COV) were calculated.
Inter-observer and inter-OCT repeatability was visualized
by using Bland–Altman analysis.
Results Intra-observer repeatability for TD- OCT was good
with an ICCmean RNFL thickness of 0.939 in non-glaucomas
and 0.980 in glaucomatous eyes. For SD-OCT, intra-
observer repeatability was higher with an ICC of 0.989
for non-glaucomas and 0.997 for glaucomatous eyes. COVs
for TD-OCT ranged from 2.9–7.7% in non-glaucomas and
from 6.0–13.3% in glaucoma patients. COVs for SD-OCT
ranged from 0.3–1% in non-glaucomas and from 0.9–2.3%
in glaucomatous eyes. COVs were influenced by various
factors. In the glaucoma group, COVs were significantly
higher (p<0.001) compared to the non-glaucoma group.
COVs increased by a mean of 5.1% when TD-OCT was
used instead of SD-OCT (p<0.001).
Conclusions SD-OCT RNFL thickness measurements in
healthy volunteers and glaucoma patients showed good
intra- and inter-observer repeatability. Especially in glau-
comatous eyes, repeatability of SD-OCT was superior to
TD-OCT.
Keywords Retinal nerve fiber layer thickness . Optical
coherence tomography . OCT. Spectral-domain OCT.
Time-domain OCT. Glaucoma
Introduction
Evaluation of the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) is
fundamental for diagnosing and managing glaucoma and
other optic neuropathies [1–4]. Scanning laser ophthalmos-
copy and scanning laser polarimetry were the first instru-
ments to allow objective and quantitative evaluation of the
RNFL and the optic disc [5].
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) was first intro-
duced in 1995 as an imaging technique for glaucoma
diagnosis [6]. Previous studies investigated the repeatability
of time-domain OCT (TD-OCT) retinal nerve fiber layer
thickness measurements to assess the informative value of
OCT to distinguish between healthy and glaucomatous eyes
[2, 4, 7–13].
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For RNFL measurements, TD-OCT mostly uses a
3.4-mm-diameter circle scan centered on the optic disc
to generate 512 A-scans. The RNFL thickness profile
shows a characteristic curve with two peaks, one in the
superior and one in the inferior quadrant.
Recently, improvements in OCT technology have been
introduced [14, 15]. Spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT)
provides increased resolution and scanning speed by
recording the interferometric information using a Fourier-
domain spectrometric method instead of adjusting the
position of a reference mirror [1]. Axial resolution in tissue
is up to 7 μm and imaging speed has increased to 40,000
A-scans per second [16, 17].
Recently, the peripapillary nerve fiber layer thickness
profile was determined with SD-OCT by using high-density
scanning [18–20]. In addition, repeatability of raster scans
for RNFL thickness measurements has been investigated
[21]. A new SD-OCT model (Spectralis™ OCT, Heidelberg
Engineering, Germany) is now available. The instrument
provides peripapillary circle scans of a 12° diameter around
the optic disc for RNFL retinal thickness measurements
comparable to TD-OCT.
The purpose of this study was to assess and compare
the repeatability of SD-OCT (Spectralis™ OCT, Heidel-
berg Engineering, Germany) and conventional TD-OCT
(Stratus™ OCT3000, Carl-Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA,
USA) RNFL thickness measurements in a non-glaucoma
group consisting of healthy volunteers and patients with
glaucoma.
Materials and methods
Fifty eyes of 25 subjects of a non-glaucoma group
consisting of healthy volunteers (18 female) with a mean
age of 27.3±6.4 years and 22 eyes of 11 patients with
primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) (eight female; mean
age of 71±12.2 years) were included into the study. The
diagnosis of POAG was clinically based on increased optic
nerve cupping with verified progression and typical visual
field defects. The study was performed at a single site,
University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland, between April and
September 2009.
Exclusion criteria in the non-glaucoma group were
history of glaucoma, history of any other ocular disease,
or intraocular pressure greater than 21 mmHg. Exclusion
criteria in the glaucoma group were history of other optic
neuropathies or severe optic media opacities. SD-OCT
RNFL circle scans were performed by using the Spectralis™
OCT system. Conventional TD-OCT RNFL circle scans were
performed with Stratus™ OCT. Both OCT machines carried
the CE-mark for examination of the retina. Pupil diameter had
to be at least 4 mm for scanning. An internal fixation light was
used to center the scanning area on the optic disc. All
scans were performed six times in one session by two
operators (M.T. and M.N.M., three scans each in
changing order, a randomization plan was generated
using http://www.randomization.com). Between measure-
ments, the subject had to lean back. Position of the head-
rest and OCT correction for spherical errors was re-
adjusted between each measurement. Scans with low
quality and a failing retinal thickness algorithm were
excluded and measurements were repeated until good
quality was achieved. In addition, scans with blinks during
the scanning process were excluded and repeated. All
subjects gave prior written informed consent to participate
in the study, which was approved by the ethics committee
of the University Hospital Zurich and adhered to the tenets
of the Declaration of Helsinki.
SD-OCT RNFL thickness measurements were per-
formed by using circle scans with a scanning angle of
12°. When assuming a standard corneal curvature of
7.7 mm, the diameter of the circle scan is estimated to be
3.5 mm. The instrument provides up to 40,000 A-scans/s
with a depth resolution of 7 μm in tissue and a transversal
resolution of 14 μm by using a superluminescence diode
with 870-nm bandwidth. The SD-OCT combines OCT
technology with a confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope,
which provides a reference fundus image. Each OCT B-scan
will be registered and locked to a reference image. OCT
software can identify previous scan locations and “guide” the
OCT laser to scan the same location again. For this purpose,
the first complete circle scan was set as a reference scan. The
Spectralis™ OCT has a follow-up function to ensure that the
same scanning location is identified on following examination
by the tracking program. In addition, eye tracking and the high
scanning speed is supposed to reduce moving artifacts. For
OCT scanning, the Spectralis™ OCT provides an ART
function (automatic real time) for increased image quality.
With ART activated, multiple frames (B-scans) of the same
scanning location are performed during the scanning process
and images are averaged for noise reduction. The number of
frames can be adjusted. In this study, the ART function was
turned on and 16 frames were acquired for each B-scan
location to reduce noise and to improve image quality. Scans
were acquired in the high-resolution acquisition mode.
Spectralis™ OCT provides a software algorithm (software
version 1.6.1.0) for retinal thickness measurements. Each scan
was separately analyzed by using the automated retinal
thickness algorithm to generate RNFL thickness values in
micrometers.
Stratus™ OCT uses a 3.4-mm circle scan centered on the
optic disc for RNFL thickness measurements. Each circle
consists of 512 A-scans. The landmark option was used to
ensure that follow-up scans were exactly placed at the same
retinal location around the optic disc. The RNFL thickness
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measurement algorithm (software version 4.0.7) automati-
cally outlines the RNFL and provides mean thickness
measurements for 12 clock hours or four quadrants around
the optic disc.
The SD-OCT software provides a quality bar during the
scanning process based on the signal-to-noise ratio. The
quality score range is 0 (bad quality) to 40 (excellent
quality). If the score is 15 or less, the quality bar turns from
blue to red during the measurement. This function is
comparable to the scan strength number (range 0 to 10,
10 being the best scan quality) given in TD-OCT for each
examination. SD-OCT scans with a quality of less than 25,
and TD-OCT scans with a scan strength number less than
six were excluded and measurements were repeated until
Fig. 1 Retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) measurement of a subject of
a non-glaucoma group consisting of healthy volunteers with time-
domain (TD) OCT (a) and spectral-domain (SD) OCT (b). Top left:
fundus image; top right: cross-sectional B-scan image. The white lines
(TD-OCT) or red lines (SD-OCT) indicate the automated RNFL
measurement algorithm; Bottom left: Circle diagram showing mean
RNFL thickness values for all quadrants; Bottom right: RNFL
thickness diagram showing the typical two peaks in the superior and
inferior quadrant. In SD-OCT the green color indicates that RNFL
values were within 95% confidence interval for one single subject of
normal age matched subjects (i.e., 95% reference interval in the
commonly used nomenclature)
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six scans of good quality were acquired. In addition, scans
with blinks during the scanning process were excluded and
repeated. The SD-OCT system provides a software algo-
rithm for RNFL thickness measurements. Each circle scan
was separately analyzed by using the RNFL algorithm to
generate RNFL thickness values in micrometers. Mean
RNFL thickness values can be plotted as a circle, divided
into four quadrants. Left eyes were treated as mirror images
of right eyes. Figure 1 shows an example of a RNFL
thickness measurement showing mean values of RNFL
thickness for each quadrant.
For statistical analysis, mean RNFL thickness out of the
three measurements for all quadrants separately for both
OCT types and for both observers were computed. In
addition, the overall mean RNFL thickness of all quadrants
was calculated.
Coefficients of variation (COV) were determined for
each quadrant and for overall mean RNFL thickness in both
types (Stratus™ TD-OCT and Spectralis™ SD-OCT) and
groups (non-glaucoma and glaucoma) for observer 1 and 2
separately.
Variance components were determined for subjects,
eyes, and observers using a linear mixed-effects model
(xtmixed in STATA)[22] for disease types and OCT types
separately. Two kinds of intraclass correlation coefficients
(ICCs) were determined: Intra-observer ICC and inter-
observer ICC.
The linear mixed-effects model was also used to evaluate
differences in RNFL thickness and COVs between study
groups, quadrants, OCT types, and observers when adjust-
ing for clustering due to patient and eye. In order to adjust
for clustering, the influence of study groups, quadrants,
OCT types, and observers were treated as fixed effects
when the additive random effects due to patient and eye
within patient were considered. No interaction effects were
expected.
In addition, 95% limits of agreement for inter-observer
and inter-OCT consistency and the bias between operators
and OCT types were evaluated by means of Bland–Altman
analysis [23, 24]. Only the overall mean RNFL thickness
measurements were used for Fig. 2. Limits of agreement are
defined as the mean of the differences (between measure-
ments of either observer 1 and 2, or TD-OCT and SD-OCT
for overall mean RNFL thickness measurements) plus/
minus 1.96 times standard deviation (SD) of the differ-
ences. They provide an interval within which 95% of the
differences between measurements by the two methods are
expected to lie. The 95% confidence interval (95% CI) for
the differences gives the additional information about the
deterministic bias between both methods. If 0 is not
contained in the 95% CI, we have to conclude that one of
the methods measures deterministically higher values than
the other.
STATA™ (Version 9.2, StataCorp, Texas, USA) was
used for the computation of the linear mixed models were
as Bland–Altman plots were created using MedCalc™
(MedCalc Software 11.5.1, Mariakerke, Belgium). Results
of the statistical analysis with p values smaller then the
descriptive significance level of 0.05 were considered as
statistically significant.
Fig. 2 Bland–Altman plots to demonstrate differences in overall
mean retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness measurements
between OCT types (a) and observers (b). Limits of agreement were
provided as 1.96 times standard deviation (SD) with upper and lower
limit of the differences. Units for both axes are μm. Results are split
for study groups (glaucoma and non-glaucoma)
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Results
Table 1 shows the calculated intra-observer and inter-
observer ICCs for both study groups. Intra-observer
repeatability for TD-OCT was relatively good with an
ICCmean RNFL thickness of 0.939 in the non-glaucomas
and 0.980 in the glaucomatous eyes. For SD-OCT,
intra-observer repeatability was higher with an ICC of
0.989 for the non-glaucomas and 0.997 for the
glaucomatous eyes. In the non-glaucoma group, TD-
OCT showed best intra-observer repeatability for the
superior quadrant (ICC=0.925). SD-OCT showed best
repeatability for the nasal quadrant (ICC=0.998). In the
glaucoma patients, the best intra-observer repeatability
was found for the inferior quadrant (ICCTD-OCT=0.971;
ICCSD-OCT=0.998).
The descriptive statistics for the mean overall RNFL and
mean RNFL in each quadrant can be found in (Table 2)
whereas the results obtained from the linear mixed
model for the mean RNFL can be found in Table 4. The
mean RNFL thickness values in the glaucoma group are
lower than in the non-glaucoma group (−29 μm, p<0.001).
No differences due to OCT type (p=0.315) and operator
(p=0.991) could be found.
Mean COVs of measurements for each quadrant are
shown in Table 3. COVs were influenced by various factors
(Table 4).
COVs were significantly higher by 2.5 percentage points
(p<0.001) in the glaucoma group than in the non-
glaucoma group. COVs were significantly lower by 5.2
percentage points (p<0.001) when TD-OCT was used
than when SD-OCT was used. No differences in COV due
to operator (p=0.315) could be found.
Bland–Altman plots were used to demonstrate differ-
ences in overall mean RNFL thickness measurements
between OCT types (Fig. 2a) and observers (Fig. 2b)
respectively. There was bias between OCT types and no
bias between observers. Limits of agreement and 95% CI
were provided in Table 5.
Discussion
Our results indicate that RNFL measurements with Stra-
tus™ TD-OCT and Spectralis™ SD-OCT are repeatable.
Stratus™ TD-OCT mean RNFL thickness measurements
showed an ICC of 0.939 in the non-glaucomas and 0.980 in
the glaucomatous eyes. Spectralis™ SD-OCT repeatability
was better with an ICC of 0.989 for the non-glaucomas and
0.997 for the glaucomatous eyes.
In addition, our analysis shows that intra-observer COV
is higher in patients with glaucoma. In the non-glaucoma
group, mean COV for observer 1 and 2 was 4.5% and 4.7%
for Stratus™ TD-OCT, respectively. Mean COV for
observer 1 and 2 in the glaucoma group was 8.9 and
9.5%, respectively. In Spectralis™ SD-OCT, mean COV
for observer 1 and 2 was 0.5 and 0.7% in the non-glaucoma
group, and 1.2 and 1.4% in the glaucoma group, respec-
tively. These findings are in agreement with previous
results [7, 10, 12, 25–30]. One explanation might be that
glaucoma patients have less stable fixation. This might
complicate OCT measurements since it becomes difficult to
exactly measure the same location around the disc again.
The Spectralis™ OCT has an eye-tracking system that
should minimize artifacts of eye movements and therefore
increase intra-observer repeatability. In fact, COVs were
lower when measured with Spectralis™ SD-OCT. The
differences in COV between OCT types were particularly
striking in the glaucoma group. Based on our data,
glaucoma seems to approximately double the COVs in
both OCT types. However, the levels of COVs in
Spectralis™ SD-OCT were considerably lower compared
to Stratus™ TD-OCT. Another possible explanation for
lower intra-observer repeatability in glaucoma patients
might be the fact that RNFL thickness values are lower.
Especially in far-progressed glaucoma, RNFL thickness can
be severely reduced. This probably hinders the RNFL
measurement algorithm to correctly identify the RNFL.
Higher OCT scan resolution might facilitate the correct
outlining of the RNFL. Therefore, one would expect lower
Table 1 Inter- and intraobserver intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) for retinal nerve fiber layer thickness measurements
Time-domain OCT Spectral-domain OCT
Mean sup. Q Temp. Q inf. Q nas. Q Mean sup. Q Temp. Q inf. Q nas. Q
Intra-Obs. ICC non-glaucomas 0.939 0.925 0.897 0.872 0.885 0.989 0.995 0.963 0.963 0.998
Intra-Obs. ICC glaucomas 0.980 0.955 0.945 0.971 0.774 0.997 0.997 0.993 0.998 0.992
Inter-Obs. ICC non-glaucomas 0.912 0.717 0.710 0.648 0.798 0.934 0.856 0.709 0.801 0.889
Inter-Obs. ICC glaucomas 0.980 0.946 0.944 0.948 0.742 0.973 0.966 0.909 0.975 0.871
sup.=superior; temp.=temporal; inf.=inferior; nas.=nasal; Obs.=Observer; ICC=intraclass correlation coefficient; Q = quadrant
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intra-observer variability in the glaucoma group if high-
resolution SD-OCT is used [31]. Our data supports this
hypothesis. In addition, comparison of OCT types showed
that Spectralis™ SD-OCT has a tendency to produce higher
RNFL measurements in glaucoma patients. This again
might be due to the higher scan resolution that facilitates
RNFL identification. However, this study could not reveal
if TD-OCT underestimates or SD-OCT overestimates
RNFL thickness in glaucoma patients.
All data was acquired by using the automated RNFL
thickness algorithm provided by the OCT software.
Therefore the repeatability data of this study can only
be applied to automated RNFL measurements. Addi-
tional studies are needed to test if the manually
corrected algorithm shows even more reliable and
reproducible results for RNFL measurements compared
to the fully automated measurement.
Based on previously published data, one can assume that
TD-OCT RNFL thickness measurements are reproducible,
although in glaucoma patients repeatability seems to
decrease [7, 9–11, 13, 32, 33]. There is a clear need to
clarify if new SD-OCT models are more reliable for RNFL
monitoring. Our data indicates that SD-OCT seems to be
superior to TD-OCT in regard of repeatability, in particular
in glaucomatous eyes. Our results are also in accordance
with prior studies that have also shown this effect for other
SD-OCT types [25–30, 34–37].
However, direct comparison of RNFL values between
different OCT machines is difficult due to different
technical specifications, imaging protocols, and different
thickness measurement algorithms. For example, retinal
(macular) thickness measurements with the Spectralis™
OCT are performed differently compared to Stratus™ OCT.
Both instruments outline the inner limiting membrane as
Table 3 Coefficients of
variation (COV) of nerve
fiber layer thickness
measurements for OCT
types, observers, and
study groups
COV=Coefficient of variation;
RNFL=Retinal nerve fiber layer;
Obs. = Observer
Time-domain OCT Spectral-domain OCT
Non-glaucoma
group
Glaucoma
group
Non-glaucoma
group
Glaucoma
group
COV Mean RNFL Obs.1 4.5% 8.9% 0.5% 1.2%
COV Superior RNFL Obs.1 3.7% 8.9% 0.5% 1.0%
COV Temporal RNFL Obs.1 4.2% 8.7% 0.7% 1.6%
COV Inferior RNFL Obs.1 2.9% 6.0% 0.3% 1.3%
COV Nasal RNFL Obs.1 7.1% 12.0% 0.3% 0.9%
COV Mean RNFL Obs.2 4.7% 9.5% 0.7% 1.4%
COV Superior RNFL Obs.2 3.8% 8.3% 0.5% 1.5%
COV Temporal RNFL Obs.2 4.2% 8.0% 1.0% 0.9%
COV Inferior RNFL Obs.2 2.9% 8.4% 0.6% 1.0%
COV Nasal RNFL Obs.2 7.7% 13.3% 0.6% 2.3%
Table 2 Mean retinal nerve fiber layer thickness for both OCT types, observers, and study groups
Time-domain OCT Spectral-domain OCT
Non-glaucoma group Glaucoma group Non-glaucoma group Glaucoma group
Mean RNFL Obs.1 102±9.4 70±23.2 102±9.8 75±24.6
Superior RNFL Obs.1 120±17.7 82 ±30.8 123±19.6 91±32.9
Temporal RNFL Obs.1 77±13.2 58±23.4 79±9.7 64±18.5
Inferior RNFL Obs.1 134±13.6 84±34.5 128±13.1 87±33.5
Nasal RNFL Obs.1 76±20.4 56±17.2 77±17.6 59±20.6
Mean RNFL Obs.2 103±10.1 70±23.8 101±9.3 75±24.6
Superior RNFL Obs.2 124±20 82±30.7 120±16.6 90±32.2
Temporal RNFL Obs.2 76±12.4 57±22.6 76±10.1 65±19.3
Inferior RNFL Obs.2 133±14.4 85 ±36.9 129±12.2 88±34.8
Nasal RNFL Obs.2 78±20.5 57±17.3 78±16.9 58±19.7
RNFL=Retinal nerve fiber layer; Obs. = Observer; Thickness is given in μm; ±=Standard deviation
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the inner retinal border. The outer retinal border is defined
in Stratus™ OCT on top of a signal believed to correspond
to the junction between inner- and outer segments of the
photoreceptors. However, the Spectralis™ OCT software
defines the outer retinal border as to be Bruchs membrane
underneath the photoreceptor signal, which results in larger
retinal thickness measurements. Algorithm definitions of
the outer border for RNFL thickness measurements are not
that obvious, but such differences between OCT types
might exist for RNFL thickness measurements as well.
As found in previous studies, repeatability of TD-OCT
was lowest in the nasal quadrant [7, 9–11]. Knighton et al.
suggested that the angle of incidence of the illuminating
beam makes the RNFL image on the nasal side dimmer and
therefore harder to be identified by the measurement
algorithm [38]. In addition, Budenz et al. suggested that
ICCs might be reduced mathematically because of a smaller
population variance nasally [10]. In our study, SD-OCT
repeatability was not significantly lower in the nasal
quadrant. In fact, in non-glaucomas SD-OCT showed the
best intra-observer repeatability for the nasal quadrant (ICC=
0.998) and inter-observer repeatability was also excellent
(ICC=0.998). These findings contradict the assumption of
Budenz et al. that the population variance nasally plays a role
for repeatability. In addition, the problem of lower repeat-
ability for RNFL thickness measurements nasally seems only
to apply for TD-OCT. Most likely, technical specifications of
TD-OCT account for the dimmer illumination of the nasal
side. In SD-OCT, this seems not to be an issue.
In addition to intra-observer repeatability, our study
assessed inter-observer repeatability. Differences between
the two observers were minimal and not significant.
However, scan quality is important to facilitate the
recognition of the RNFL by the measurement algorithm.
Table 5 Summaries of the Bland–Altman plots: bias, 95% limits of agreement and 95% confidence interval
Bias (μm) Limits of agreement (μm) p value 95%CI (μm)
Non-glaucoma OCT types −1.0 −11.0 – 8.9 0.05 −2.0 −0.0
Observers 0.0 −6.2 – 6.1 0.89 −0.7 0.6
Glaucoma OCT types 5.1 −8.5 – 18.7 <0.001 3.0 7.2
Observers 0.1 −8.4 – 8.7 0.85 −1.2 1.4
The agreement between OCT-types (SD-OCT, TD-OCT) and observers (1 and 2) was investigated for non-glaucoma and glaucoma group
separately. Lower and upper limits of agreement were provided as 1.96 times standard deviation of the differences (SD)
Table 4 Results of the linear mixed models with nested random effects (eye within patient)
Linear mixed model for mean RNFL thickness Linear mixed model for COV (%)
Predictor Level Coefficient Std. error p value 95% CI Coefficient Std. error p value 95% CI
Group Glaucoma 29.1 4.9 <0.001 −38.8 −19.4 2.5 0.5 <0.001 1. 6 3.5
Non-glaucoma 0 - - - - 0 - - - -
Type TD-OCT 0.9 0.9 0.315 −0.8 2.5 −5.2 0.2 <0.001 −5.6 −4.7
SD-OCT 0 - - - - 0 - - - -
Quadrant Superior −6.4 1.2 <0.001 −8.7 −4.0 0.5 0.3 0.097 −0.1 1.2
Temporal −45.4 1.2 <0.001 −47.8 −43.0 0.8 0.3 0.012 0.2 1.4
Nasal −46.1 1.2 <0.001 −48.5 −43.7 2.5 0.3 <0.001 1.9 3.1
Inferior 0 - - - - 0 - - - -
Operator Operator 2 0.009 0.9 0.991 −1.7 1.7 0.2 0.2 0.315 −0.2 0.7
Operator 1 0 - - - - 0 - - - -
Intercept Constant 154.1 7.1 <0.001 140.2 168.0 6.5 0.9 <0.001 4.8 8.2
SD patient 12.1 0.8
SD eyes 8.2 1.3
SD residual 14.5 3.8
(Group=glaucoma vs. non-glaucoma; Type=TD-OCT vs. SD-OCT; Superior=superior vs. inferior quadrant; Temporal=temporal vs. inferior
quadrant; Nasal=nasal vs. inferior quadrant; Operator=Operator 2 vs. Operator 1; Constant=intercept; 95% CI=95% confidence interval of the
estimate; SD patient=SD of the random effect for patients; SD eyes=SD of the random effect for eyes; SD residual=SD of the unexplained
variability) Example: The expected RNFL thickness of a control subject examined by SD-OCT in the inferior quadrant measured by operator 2 is
given by 154.1+0*29.1+ 0*0.9 - 0*6.4 -0*45.4 - 0*46.1+1*0.009=154.109
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In clinical routine, there might be a greater difference in
RNFL measurements between experienced OCT operators
and un-experienced operators, which are expected to
produce scans of lower quality. In our study, the experience
level of both operators was similar. Therefore we assume
that the imprecision for both operators is about the same.
Multiple prior studies with previous generations of OCT
tested repeatability. However, ICCs cannot directly be
compared since measurements were done in different
groups of subjects and with different OCT models. The
ICC is calculated as the ratio of variability due to differ-
ences between subjects to variability from all sources such
as noise and/or fluctuations within subjects. In our case,
ICCs were calculated from measurements of young healthy
volunteers and from a group of glaucoma patients. One
would expect only little between subject variance in the
non-glaucoma group. However, between subjects variance
is considerably greater in the glaucoma group.
In conclusion, intra- and inter observer repeatability is
satisfactory in both OCT devices. However, in SD-OCT
repeatability was significantly better. Differences in repeat-
ability between OCT types were in particular striking in the
glaucomatous eyes. SD-OCT can be safely and reliably
used to monitor patients with glaucoma and other optic
neuropathies and might be even superior to TD-OCT in
these patients.
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